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GIRLS IN TROUBLE is a song cycle about the complicated lives of Biblical women by 
poet, Torah scholar, musician and performer Alicia Jo Rabins. 
 
GIRLS IN TROUBLE is also a touring band (ranging from Alicia solo to a four-piece with 
drums) which performs these songs live in rock clubs, synagogues, universities, and 
living rooms and has received praise from the Huffington Post, the New Yorker, LA 
Weekly, Popmatters, Largeheartedboy.com, and the Chicago Reader. 
 
The GIRLS IN TROUBLE CURRICULUM is a series of in-depth study guides about women 
in Torah through art, created by musician and Jewish educator Alicia Jo Rabins. These 
study guides focus on how stories of women in Torah reflect the complexity of our own 
lives, and how art can help us deepen our connections to these ancient texts. 

 
This booklet contains lyrics and notes about sources from Girls in Trouble’s trilogy of 
albums: “GIRLS IN TROUBLE,” “HALF YOU HALF ME,” and “OPEN THE GROUND.”   
 
 
 
 
All lyrics © Alicia Jo Rabins.  Reprinting by permission only. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more information, study guides, and Girls in Trouble tour dates, please visit 
www.girlsintroublemusic.com. 
 
For booking Alicia and Girls in Trouble for performing and teaching engagements, or to 
contact Alicia, please write girlsintroublemusic@gmail.com. 
 
Dedicated to Aaron Hartman. 
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VOLUME I: GIRLS IN TROUBLE 

 

I WAS A DESERT 
A song in Tamar’s voice 
 
I was a desert until I learned     
to make the sky rain down on me 
And I was a barren field until 
I planted myself with borrowed seed. 
 
You, you’re a strong one 
they say you ground lead into dust with your teeth 
But even a strong one 
gets lonely at night when he can’t sleep. 
 
 
All night long I bit my tongue 
to keep from calling out your name 
Don’t you know the voice of the one 
who brought you tea in the early dawn 
 
I’d watch you sleeping 
like a lion at rest, so gentle your breath 
But when you’d awaken 
your shouting would startle the birds from their nest 
 
 
You did not know 
You did not see 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the story of Tamar (Genesis 38). How could Judah, Tamar’s double-ex-father-in-law, 
not have recognized her during their late-night encounter? Had he ever really seen her in the first 
place?  
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SECRETS/YOU’RE ALWAYS WATCHING 
A song in the Sotah’s voice 
 
 
You’re always watching and waiting for a mistake 
Then you jump, oh you tear me apart 
But I have a hundred invisible doors of escape 
Alleys and passages leading away from my heart 
 
Oh, my body 
the secrets that you keep 
and the places we run to 
late at night while he’s asleep 
 
He took me downtown and he gave me the jar of water 
The people watched as I brought it to my lips 
He said if you’re guilty your body will betray you 
But I know how to be silent after a kiss 
 
Oh the water was bitter 
and full of dark letters that stuck in my throat like a curse 
But I drank it all 
and I answered amen, amen amen, 
amen, amen and goodbye 
 
You’re always watching and waiting for a mistake 
Then you jump, oh you tear me apart 
But I have a hundred invisible doors of escape 
Alleys and passages leading away from my heart 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Sotah: the accused adulteress, from the book of Numbers (chapter 5). I’ve taught three bat 
mitzvah students who have been assigned this portion. It’s been humbling and poignant to 
experience this story with twelve-year-old girls being brought into their tradition. I was thinking 
of each of them when I wrote this song.
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MARBLE FLOOR 
A song in Hannah’s voice 
 
I opened my mouth but no words came 
I lay down to sleep but I did not dream  
I looked up at the stars but the sky was dark 
like a mirror held up to my heart   
 

A B C, D E F 
Take away this alphabet 
it’s heavy on my tongue 
 

You can want a thing so bad it seems 
That you lose yourself and everybody else   
So I got down on my knees on the marble floor 
And I cried until my throat was sore   
 

A B C D, E F G 
Tell me what you want from me 
I’ll do it all I swear 
 

I was not drunk, I was awake 
I could not open so I had to break 
to let the light come in 
 

A B C D, E F G 
Take away this alphabet 
it’s heavy on my tongue 
 
A song about Hannah – and what it means to ask for what you need. The story of Hannah 
appears in I Samuel 1-2. Hannah (Chana in Hebrew) prayed so hard her lips moved, but no sound 
came out; the priest threw her out of the temple, thinking she was drunk. But not only was 
Hannah’s prayer answered, she became the model for the Amidah, one of the most important 
moments in the prayer service.  
The chorus is inspired by the chassidic story of the holiest prayer being that of the illiterate man 
who only knew the alphabet but recited it with perfect intention. And by the tradition of 
alphabet-songs. 
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SNOW/SCORPIONS AND SPIDERS 
A song in Miriam’s voice 
 
 
Well my mother named me bitter 
Although as a child I was so kind 
Hiding myself in the trees to watch over my brother 
 
But still my name was bitter 
Bitter the taste of the sea 
Bitter the cries of the horses drowning behind us 
 
If anybody had asked me 
I might not have chosen to go 
But everyone knows 
Sometimes you don’t have a choice 
 
So when he said You’re banished, 
Seven days in the desert alone 
I just started walking  
I knew there was nothing to say 
 
The scorpions and the spiders 
Crawled up to me and stopped in my shade 
Together in silence they watched 
As the sun crossed the sky 
 
And if your father spit in your face 
Wouldn’t you want to leave that place 
And if your skin should turn to snow 
Wouldn’t you have to go 
And if your God should turn from you 
wouldn’t you turn too. 
 
Still I don’t regret a minute 
And I don’t regret an hour 
of the week that I lived all alone 
at the top of the mountain 
Though no voice came down from heaven 
and I never saw words written in fire 
I did see the birds of prey pick all the carcasses clean 
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And if your father spit in your face 
Wouldn’t you want to leave that place 
And if your skin should turn to snow 
Wouldn’t you have to go 
And if your God should turn from you 
wouldn’t you turn too. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why such a harsh punishment for Miriam for asking a question (Numbers 12), after she’s given 
her life to helping her people? 
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HUNTER/THE BEE LAYS HER HONEY 
A song in the voice of Samson’s first wife 
 
The bee lays her honey in the body of the lion 
You put both your hands inside 
So sweet the honey  
but what about the lion who died? 
 
Who will watch the hunter while the hunter sleeps 
Under a canopy of leaves 
Who will protect you from the secrets 
that you keep from me? 
 
You can give me a riddle to test my love 
You can throw me down into the river 
But I know how to swim and how  
to answer. 
 
Hunter, hunter come with me 
I will watch you while you sleep 
I will take your loneliness 
and make it sweet. 
 
Hunter, hunter come with me 
I will watch you while you sleep 
I will take your loneliness 
and make it sweet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Biblical breakup song. (Judges 14) 
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MOUNTAIN/WHEN MY FATHER CAME BACK 
A song in the voice of Yiftach’s daughter 
 
When my father came back from the war 
I knew he would want to see me first 
so I ran out to greet him 
but he fell to his knees in the dirt 
He told me daughter 
I have promised God to offer 
the first creature that I saw 
 
Father the vow you have made 
is one you cannot escape 
but first let me go with my sisters 
down to the shores of the lake 
I lived two months with them 
my sisters in the forest 
and then I returned back home 
 
The night he took me to the mountain 
neither of us spoke 
We reached the peak together 
just as sunrise broke 
I could have run from him 
I almost thought he wished it 
but I could not run from God 
 
It was the last day of my life 
the sun had never shone so bright 
My father held the knife 
I kept my eyes open wide 
Then angels came to me 
with faces of my sisters 
and they filled my eyes with tears 
 
 
The heartbreaking story of Bat Yiftach, Jephthah’s daughter, from the book of Judges, chapter 
11. 
 
Bat Yiftach is a parallel story to the Akeidah, the sacrifice of Isaac. Except in this case the father 
goes through with the act.  Scholars debate whether it was a literal sacrifice or an offering-up of 
his daughter as a nun. The tears in her eyes are taken from a midrash about Isaac. I figured she 
could use some too. 
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I FELL OFF MY CAMEL 
An instrumental soundtrack about love at first sight, based on Rebecca and Isaac	
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading the Torah literally, we learn that when Rebecca first saw her future husband Isaac, she 
fell off her camel. The text probably means she “got down” rather than falling off; almost all 
translations write something like “And Rebecca lifted up her eyes, and when she saw Isaac, she 
alighted from the camel” (Genesis 24:64).  

But falling off a camel: what a great image for love at first sight! This song was written 
collaboratively by Girls in Trouble singer-songwriter Alicia Jo Rabins and her then-boyfriend, 
now-husband Aaron Hartman. Aaron usually plays drums in the band, but plays piano on this 
track. Alicia plays the acoustic guitar.  
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WHO SENT THE HEAT?  
A song in Judith’s voice 
 
 
Who sent the heat 
that fell upon my husband’s head 
and killed him in the harvest field 
three years ago 
 
And what will they eat 
the children of a city under siege 
by a general whose cup overflows 
 
I fasted for three days 
then I arose and dressed myself 
in crimson silk and necklaces 
and bracelets of gold 
 
Towards the city gates 
I walked alone through empty streets 
and I could feel a thousand eyes 
watching me go 
 
They said our city was lost, lost 
and it was true that we were surrounded 
they said our only hope lay with God 
 
But I didn’t pray 
I brushed my hair with oil of myrrh 
and smiled at the general 
while he drank his wine 
 

I wondered as I watched him 
did he have a wife at home 
and would she grieve for her husband 
as I grieved for mine 
 
 
 

Judith: beautiful young widow, brilliant military strategist. (Apocryphal Book of Judith) 
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A LION AT REST 

An instrumental soundtrack for the late-night meeting of Tamar and Judah	
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An instrumental string piece drawing from the song “I Was a Desert,” from the same album. (The 
title also comes from that song.) A soundtrack for the quiet beneath the storm. (Genesis 38) 
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WHERE YOU GO 
A song in Ruth’s voice 
 
 
Where you go, I will go 
Where you stay I’ll stay 
Where you lie down I will lie 
And be buried by your side. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A love song (Ruth 1:16-17). 
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VOLUME II:  HALF YOU HALF ME 
 
 
 
WE ARE ANDROGYNOUS 
A love song from Lilith to Adam 
 
 
We are androgynous double-faced beings, 
one looking forward and one looking back. 
Formed in the light of the throne in the sky, 
we are never alone and we never die. 
 
 
Two forms of dust, of the one and the many; 
a vapor to moisten them both into clay. 
Two hands to form us, to guide us and shape us, 
until we are ready to walk away. 
 
 
We are, we are, we are, 
we are, we are, we are. 
 
 
We are androgynous double-faced beings, 
torn from each other and rendered in two. 
Two flaming swords guard the garden of Eden, 
but I won't go back there without you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A song about Lilith, midrash on Genesis 1. 
 
(With gratitude to the brilliant scholar Dr. Avivah Zornberg, and to John Darnielle of the 
Mountain Goats—I borrowed from both of them for this song.) 
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LEMONS 
A song in the voice of Potiphar's wife 
 
I held a lemon, I was thinking of you 
I took a knife and cut the lemon in two 
I kept on cutting ’til I started to see blood 
It felt much better than this impossible love 
 
You act so innocent, you act so demure 
But I can feel you breathing under my door 
I think you want me just a little tiny bit 
I think you wonder how our two bodies would fit 
 
If my hair should turn into a thousand tiny tongues 
Your name would be ringing from the tip of every one 
I wish that I could fall asleep a hundred thousand miles deep 
 
 
My neck is ivory, my mouth is a well 
Come here and drink from me I swear I won't tell 
Cause you've been walking such a long and lonely time 
You're used to water and I'm offering you wine 
 
  
I wrote a letter and I gave it to you 
but you refused to read it all the way through 
And now you're running just as fast as you can run 
Sometimes it's dangerous to be the chosen one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This song draws on both Jewish and Muslim traditions about Potiphar’s wife (Genesis 39), who in 
the Quran is called Zuleika and is the subject of beautiful Sufi poems – whose imagery I borrowed 
for this song. 
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TELL ME 
A song in the voice of Serakh bat Asher 
 
 
Tell me what you're looking for,  
I'll show you what you have: 
The pearl inside the oyster  
of your heart. 
 
I've seen the bones rise from the river, 
I've watched them shining in the dark. 
 
 
Do you think that it's too late 
to find the one you love? 
I know him and he's looking  
for you too. 
 
The waters parted but it wasn't like they said, 
no iron wall came down to hold them. 
 
 
Has there been a loneliness like mine, 
touching all the hidden walls of time? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Serakh bat Asher is mentioned only briefly in Torah (Genesis 46). Midrash, the Rabbinic tradition 
of commentary, fills in her story with some mind-blowing stories about her transcendent abilities 
as a seer and singer. 
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DNA O SISTER 
A song in Rachel’s voice 
 
DNA O sister I am half you half me 
in between the molecules I feel it when you breathe 
late at night when all the house goes silent in their sleep 
I will give you everything I promised him I'd keep 
 
Older and younger and hunter and thief 
which one is you, and which one is me 
silver and water and petal and leaf 
 
 
Some sisters stay home and some sisters leave 
some sisters get what the other ones need 
some sisters blossom and some sisters bleed 
 
 
Both of us are braided through with candles blood and bread 
both of us were born with all these visions in our head 
you would always promise me that one day we'd be free 
late at night I'm leaving and I'm taking you with me 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on one of my favorite midrashim – Rabbinic commentaries. In Genesis 29, Jacob and 
Rachel are to be married. But her father instead places his older daughter Leah beneath the 
bridal veil, tricking Jacob into marrying the wrong sister. In the imagination of this midrash, the 
lovers foresee this trick and arrange a secret password for Rachel to whisper from beneath the 
veil. But just before the wedding Rachel realizes this would result in terrible public humiliation for 
her older sister. Rachel betrays her beloved and gives her sister Leah the passwords. According to 
some versions, she even lies beneath the marriage bed that night making noises, so Jacob will 
recognize her voice and consummate the marriage with Leah. 
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RUBIES 
A retranslation of an ode to the ideal woman, “A Woman of Valor”  
 
Like a merchant ship, strong and wide, 
gold and oranges deep inside 
more than rubies, more than pearls, 
the one I love. 
 
With purple silk and tapestry, 
she weaves a blanket to cover me 
more than rubies, more than pearls, 
the one I love. 
 
The world is woven through us 
and I cannot forget 
how her fingers hold the thread. 
 
She buys a field, she plants a vine 
come the autumn she makes her wine 
more than rubies, more than pearls, 
the one I love. 
  
Let it rain, let it storm 
she keeps her babies safe and warm 
more than rubies, more than pearls, 
the one I love. 
 
Grace can lie and beauty's vain 
oh but she calls me by my name 
more than rubies, more than pearls, 
the one I love. 
 
The world is woven through us 
I swear I won’t forget 
how her fingers hold the thread. 
 
 
 
 
A retranslation of a Proverb about the ideal woman (Proverbs 31), who turns out to be quite 
tough -  traditionally sung by husbands to wives on Friday night before Shabbat dinner. I 
retranslated the Hebrew, and married it to an American folk song. 
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EMERALDS & MICROSCOPES 
A song in Rebecca’s voice (singing to her mother-in-law Sarah, Isaac’s mother, who 
died before Rebecca met Isaac) 
 
 
You are welcome to visit me 
any night in any dream 
I will leave the door unlocked 
come inside and let me say your name. 
 
 
You had somewhere else to be 
so you couldn't wait for me 
flying on the astral plane 
meteors and minerals and rain 
 
 
As above, so below 
is this true, do you know 
now that you have looked in both 
emeralds and microscopes 
 
 
Either way, come visit me 
I'm waiting for you while I sleep 
and though I know that you can't stay 
I just want to see your face. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rebecca never got to meet Sarah, her mother-in-law, but the text says that Isaac was comforted 
after his mother’s death when he brought Rebecca into his tent (Genesis 24). I imagine Rebecca 
imagining the woman who raised the man she loves. 
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BETHESDA 
A song about the Angel of Bethesda 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This instrumental song is different from the rest of the Girls in Trouble song cycle in that it is not 
inspired by the Hebrew Bible or Rabbinic Sources. Rather, it is inspired by the sculpture of the 
angel of Bethesda in Central Park, and her associations with healing and compassion. For more 
about the angel of Bethesda, see this entry in the Jewish Encyclopedia. 
 
Based on the angel of Bethesda, from the Gospel of John (“New Testament”!) 
Inspired also by Tony Kushner’s Angels in America and Central Park wanderings with my friend 
Filip Marinovich. 
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O GENERAL 
A song in Yael’s and Deborah’s voices (shifting between the two characters, whose 
stories are connected) 
 
 
O General, O Honeybee 
put down your weapons and follow me 
the war is over and you have won 
but now the battle has just begun 
 
One for the tent peg I put in his head 
and two for the violence that happens in bed 
and three for the children that you'll never have 
and four for the girl that you were 
 
900 chariots 
10,000 men 
and all that I wanted 
was to see you again 
Sisera's mother 
and Sisera's slaves 
and a glass of warm milk 
on Sisera's grave. 
 
 
Sometimes I live in the desert 
and sometimes I live by the sea 
and sometimes I look in the mirror 
and I can’t stand the face that I see 
 
And so when the enemy came to my door 
and begged me to take him inside 
part of me wanted to save him 
as I drew the curtain aside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An ancient story of beauty, violence, and milk. About Yael and Deborah (Judges 4-5). 
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APPLES 
A song in the voices of the Israelite women in Egypt (before the Exodus) 
 
 
Although we're far from Eden 
and dirty with the centuries 
come lie with me beneath them 
imaginary apple trees 
 
Which one is more beautiful 
the goldfish or the copper bowl 
The world is made of oil and honey 
Part of you and part of me 
 
The apples and the cinnamon 
and how they taste together 
the walnut lets its green fruit fall 
and grows into another 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on a midrashic text (on Exodus 1) in which the women are given credit for keeping the 
Israelites going in Egypt during slavery under Pharaoh; they lured their exhausted husbands to 
the orchards and seduced them, thereby creating a next generation.  With a nod to my favorite 
Passover food.    
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WALTZ FOR A BEHEADING 
A soundtrack for Judith, alone in the tent with the enemy general 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Judith. An instrumental waltz, derived from the melody of Girls in Trouble’s other song about 
Judith, “Who Sent the Heat.”  

This song is conceived as soundtrack music for Judith’s night alone in the tent with the enemy 
general, Holofernes – a dramatic and gory night, ending in the general’s beheading (Book of 
Judith – Apocrypha).  
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VOLUME III: OPEN THE GROUND 
 
 
SEPARATE HISTORIES 
A song in Ruth’s voice 
 
 
Sometimes the road chooses you 
And not the other way around  
I don't know how but I just knew 
You would lead me to sacred ground  
I was living in a place but it was time for me to leave    
I'd lost all of my faith but I was ready to believe 
 
In the middle of the night 
I went and lay down by your feet 
I knew that if the time was right you would welcome me 
I crept away before the break of day 
By then I knew that you would come to me 
 
And all the people in the gate 
And all the elders they will say 
We are the witnesses today to this covenant you make 
Generations pass generations come 
And now our separate histories are one 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A song about how love (and faith) can come from surprising directions, changing your life – and 
maybe the course of history -  forever. (Book of Ruth) 
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OF MEETING IN THE NIGHT 
A song in the voice of Lot’s wife 
 
 
Of meeting in the night, and parting after day 
Of early morning light to wash our sins away 
Of glasses raised and emptied and of corners in the dark 
Of drawing back our arrows and of aiming at the mark 
 
Of windows that don’t open and doors that never close 
Of putting on our costumes and taking off our clothes 
Of falling in, and falling out, and falling in again 
And dancing at the Minaret ’til 2:30 am 
 
Farewell, farewell, I loved you well, but now it’s time to part 
And though we made a kind of hell, to leave you breaks my heart 
For who were you and who was I, and where did we both go 
If I could have just one more night, maybe I would know 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The lure of nostalgia and how the urge to look backward can turn a person into a pillar of salt. 
And yet…how hard it is to leave a place (or person) you love, even when you know you can’t stay. 
(Genesis 19) 
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RIVER SO WIDE 
A song in Sarah’s voice  
 
 
I went down to the river so wide 
Satan was standing on the other side 
He said to me, look and see 
I saw you with our only child 
With a knife in your hand and your eyes so wild 
On the mountaintop, and then the vision stopped 
Oh… 
  
My love, my love, what have you done 
And where have you taken my only son 
Some terrible place where I can’t see his face 
All these years I been a faithful wife 
And I gave you a child so late in my life 
My time was done, when I bore you a son 
Oh….  
 
So take me home 
And put me to bed 
Cause the sun is in the sky 
But it’s dark inside my head 
     
And I don’t care 
If I never do wake up 
If I can’t be 
With the one I love 
  
Well I went down to the river so wide 
Satan was standing on the other side 
He said to me, Look and see 
But hush little baby, don’t you cry 
Cause I’ll be waiting on the other side 
You won’t be alone, I’ll make it feel like home 
Oh…  
 
 
A Southern Gothic murder ballad about Sarah’s experience of the Sacrifice of Isaac (Genesis 22-
23), based on a midrash (Pirkei D’Rabbi Eliezer 31) in which Satan shows her what’s happening 
on the mountain, but stops before Isaac’s rescue. 
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NEW ARITHMETIC 
A song in the voices of Tzelofchad’s five daughters 
 
I’ve been trying to explain 
The parts are different but the sum is the same 
Trying to get you to realize 
That half the winners taking all of the prize 
1 2 3 4 5 
Still breathing still alive 
But when I disappear 
Will anybody know that I was here 
  
Two sides of a river, two sides of a coin 
And a place in the middle where both sides join 
The light of the moon and the light of the sun 
And a place in the dark where the two become one 
5 4 3 2 1  
You tell us how it’s done 
But your daughters and your sons 
We know a new arithmetic will come. 
  
I’ve been trying to explain 
what you call a theory I call a game 
Trying to make you understand 
that you everybody’s made of stars and sand 
1 2 3 4 5 
Still breathing still alive 
But when we disappear 
Will anybody anybody anybody know that we were here 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A song about math and feminism. The five daughters of Tzelofchad (Numbers 27) argue before 
Moses that they should inherit their father’s land (rather than it returning to the tribe since they 
had no brothers.) Moses agrees and the precedent for female inheritance (even if only in limited 
situations) is set.    
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WISE HEARTED 
A love song (in the voice of God singing to the women and men who create the 
tabernacle in Exodus 35)	
 
Wise hearted men, wise hearted women 
bring what you can, silver and linen 
wool of crimson, and of blue 
and the bodies I gave you 
 
Build me a tent that I can dwell in 
incense and oil and precious stones 
and when you walk I’ll walk beside you 
and where you live will be my home  
 
Betzalel, guide them well 
Build me a place to dwell 
 
Melt down melt down your copper mirrors 
to make a sacred bowl 
and every day when you approach me 
wash your bodies and your souls 
 
Make me a lamp with seven branches 
from a single piece of gold 
seven arms like almond blossoms 
in their fire your eyes will glow 
 
Oholiav, fill them with love 
Make me a place to live 
  
Weave me a cloth with angels’ faces 
just as fine as thread can sew 
and when I see how they surround me 
I will know that I am home 
 
Wise hearted men, wise hearted women 
Bring what you can, silver and linen 
 
 
 
A love song about artistic creation (Exodus 35). The music is based on an American folk song, 
Come All Ye Fair and Tender Maidens. 
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ARROW & BOW 
A song in the voice of Hagar 
 
 
The arrow leaves the bow and goes off on its own 
and when the arrow’s gone the bow remains alone 
 
My little grain of rice my little blueberry 
my fig, my pear, my orange, how you grew in me 
  
My father said to me when I was leaving home 
a princess never cries even when she’s alone 
 
So I’ll be over here and you stay over there 
as long as we both breathe this unforgiving air 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on a commentary in which Hagar was actually a princess who ended up as Abraham’s 
handmaiden and second wife. This is about the moment in the wilderness when Hagar thinks her 
son Ishmael is dying of thirst and sends him an arrow’s-length away (Genesis 21). How 
impossible it can feel to face the suffering of those we love. 
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MEASURING TAPE 
A song in the voice of Noah’s wife 
 
 
Before the rain, before the clouds even 
I felt a change, a part of you leaving 
You went outside, you didn’t say goodbye 
You didn’t look at me, you just picked up your measuring tape 
 
And all I wanted was to understand 
How you grew into this other man 
Who built a giant boat in his backyard 
 
And two by two, I watched them follow you 
In the end I followed too, what else could I do 
There was no night, there was no day 
But you promised there was color underneath the gray 
 
The scientists took all their measurements 
The preachers said that it was heaven-sent 
And you belowdecks with your head all bent 
 
Just like you said, we came to rest 
But what about the others, the ones who failed the test   
 
So you were right, so we survived 
But when I looked into your eyes 
I saw the ones we left behind 
 
And all I wanted was to understand 
How you grew into this other man 
Who built a giant boat in our backyard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What would it feel like to have your husband know the destruction of the planet was imminent, 
to watch him build a boat, save your family and some animals, and leave the rest of the world 
behind? (Genesis 6) 
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OPEN THE GROUND 
A song in Eve’s voice 
 
The raven taught us how to open the ground 
And feed it what it grew 
But all the while as we buried your brother 
I was thinking of you 
 

Where would you wander 
And would you ever stay 
And could I have taught you 
Some other way 
 

The pain was so terrible 
I thought I was dying 
I thought I would split in two 
But a sound came from me 
And I opened wide  
And then, there was you 
 

I didn’t want to tame you 
I loved you as you were 
If I’d had a mother 
Maybe I’d have learned from her 
 

Will some woman love you in that faraway place 
For the strength in your hands and the mark on your face 
Seven times seven how much is it worth 
Flaxseed and blood, all the fruit of the earth. 
 

What did you say 
Out in the field that day 
And how did he answer you 
You always were convinced 
That you were somehow less than him 
Though I told you it wasn’t true 
 

And who is counted lucky, 
the living or the dead 
When sin is always crouching 
 just ahead?  
 

 
Eve was the first mother and had to make it up as she went along. I imagine she never stopped 
loving her first child even after burying her second (Genesis 4). 
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I’M DONE DRESSING UP FOR YOU 
A song in Vashti’s voice 
  
 
I’m done dressing up for you, I’m done dressing up for you 
So long I’m done, I’m done dressing up for you 
 
You gave me a golden crown, you gave me a golden crown 
Sometimes a golden crown just wears a person down 
 
I’m done dressing up for you… 
 
You say those people are your friends, you say those people are your friends 
Where those people gonna be when the party ends 
 
I’m done dressing up for you… 
 
Go get yourself a pretty new wife, get yourself a pretty new wife 
I’ll walk out that door and get myself a life 
 
I’m done dressing up for you… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An original fiddle tune based on the Purim story, specifically a midrash that when the King 
commanded Queen Vashti to appear at his feast wearing her royal crown, he really meant for 
her to wear nothing but her royal crown. (Book of Esther 1) 
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SONG FOR SALT 
An instrumental soundtrack for nostalgia, in honor of Lot’s Wife 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An instrumental string quartet-style piece, derived from the string arrangements written for “Of 
Meeting in the Night,” also on the album Open the Ground.  

This song is written in honor of Lot’s wife, for anyone who has found themselves looking back, 
unable to let go of the past.  

Alicia plays violins and viola, and honorary Girl in Trouble Colette Alexander plays the cello.  

 


